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program has been started very successfully byWang et al.
[18] (see also [19–21] which contained very similar ideas),
who used data available at the time; the constraints how-
ever were weak. Our overall philosophy and approach
are similar as those in Refs. [18–21], but we benefit enor-
mously from the new data and increased sophistication
in understanding and modeling them, as well as the avail-
ability of a few additional cosmological probes not avail-
able in 2007.

The paper is divided as follows: we present the reason-
ing behind our approach in section II. In section III we
review the cosmological probes used in the analysis. A
review of the analysis method is provided in section IV,
and we present our constraints on parameters in section
V. We discuss these results in section VI, and give final
remarks in section VII.

II. PHILOSOPHY OF OUR APPROACH

We would like to perform stringent but general consis-
tency tests of the currently favored ⇤CDM cosmological
model with ⇠25% dark plus baryonic matter and ⇠75%
dark energy, as well as the more general wCDM model.
The ⇤CDM model, favored since even before the direct
discovery of the accelerating universe (e.g. [22]), is in ex-
cellent agreement with essentially all cosmological data,
despite occasional mild warnings to the contrary ([23–
26]). There has been a huge amount of e↵ort devoted
to tests alternative to wCDM – most notably, modified
gravity models where modifications to Einstein’s Gen-
eral Theory of Relativity, imposed to become important
at late times in the evolution of the universe and at large
spatial scales, make it appear as if the universe is accel-
erating if interpreted assuming standard GR.

Here we take a complementary approach, and study
the internal consistency of the wCDM model itself, with-
out assuming any alternative model. We split the cosmo-
logical information describing the late universe into two
classes:

• Geometry: expansion rate H(z) and the comoving
distance r(z), and associated derived quantities.

• Growth: growth rate of density fluctuations in lin-
ear (D(z) ⌘ �(z)/�(0)) and non-linear regime.

Regardless of the parametric description of the geome-
try and growth sectors, one thing is clear: in the standard
model that assumes General Relativity with its usual re-
lations between the growth and distances, the split pa-
rameters Xgeom

i and Xgrow
i have to agree – that is, be

consistent with each other at some statistically appropri-
ate confidence level. Any disagreement between the pa-
rameters in the two sectors, barring unforeseen remaining
systematic errors, can be interpreted as the violation of
the standard cosmological model assumption.

The split parameter constraints provide very general,
yet powerful, tests of the dominant paradigm. They can
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TABLE I. Summary of cosmological probes that we used and
aspects of geometry and growth that they are sensitive to.
The assignments in the second and third column are neces-
sarily approximate given the short space in the table; more
detail is given in respective sections covering our use of these
cosmological probes. Here rs(zd) refers to the sound horizon
evaluated at the baryon drag epoch zd.

be compared to more specific parameterizations of de-
partures from GR — for example, the � parametrization
[27], or the various schemes of the aforementioned com-
parison of the Newtonian potentials. Our approach is
complementary to these more specific parameterizations:
while perhaps not as powerful in specific instances, it is
equipped with more freedom to capture departures from
the standard model.
Most of the cosmological measurements involve large

amounts of raw data, and their information is often com-
pressed into a very small number of meta-parameters.
For example, weak lensing shows the two-point cor-
relation function, cluster number counts are given in
mass bins, while baryon acoustic oscillations, cosmic
microwave background, and redshift space distortions
information is often captured in a small number of
meta-parameters which are defined and presented below.
[Type Ia supernovae are somewhat of an exception, since
we use individual magnitude measurements from each
SN from the beginning.] Given that in some cases one
assumes the cosmological model (often ⇤CDM) to derive
these intermediate parameters, the question is whether
we should worry about using the meta-parameters to
constrain the wider class of cosmological models where
growth history is decoupled from geometry. Fortunately,
in this particular case our constraints are robust: cer-
tainly for surveys that specialize in either geometry and
growth alone, the meta-parameters are de facto correct
by construction, and capture nearly all cosmological in-
formation of interest. For probes that are sensitive to
both growth and geometry, e.g. weak lensing and cluster
counts, the quantities used for the analysis — correlation
functions and number counts, respectively — provide a
general enough representation of the raw data that one
can relax the assumption that growth and geometry are
consistent without the loss of robustness and accuracy.

Table from Ruiz and Huterer, (2014),  ArXiv: 1410.5832 
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